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A: That is an iso file. But Windows 7 Ultimate doesn't require any CD/DVD. If you want to install it online, you need to download WIndows ISO file from Microsoft support pages and burn it to a CD/DVD first. If you have Windows 7 DVD/CD then you don't need to do this, just insert it and click Next button and the windows will install on your PC
automatically. In a cellular wireless communication system, mobile users communicate with each other and with other components of the system using radio waves sent between the mobile stations and fixed stations, called base stations. Modern cellular wireless communication systems, for example, the Global System for Mobile communications

(GSM), use base stations or a collection of base stations to provide air interfaces for wireless communication with subscriber stations, typically called mobile stations. Because radio waves are not perfect, radio waves emitted from base stations do not propagate in a perfect sphere in free space. Rather, the radio waves emitted from the base stations
have a limited range, called the radio coverage range, and do not propagate in the atmosphere with complete uniformity because of random movements of the subscriber stations. The radio coverage range is limited by the physics of wave propagation. In general, a radio wave travels at a speed of 300-600 m/sec in free space. Therefore, the radio

wave from a base station will cover a circle around the base station with a diameter of approximately 60 to 120 meters. When radio waves travel in the atmosphere, the waves are reflected and scattered by molecules of the atmosphere, and by other objects, and because of the complex movement of the molecules, the reflected radio waves
typically travel in random directions. This effect, called multi-path propagation, spreads the radio wave from a base station and makes it seem as if the radio wave has traveled through a series of tunnels (usually, three) in the atmosphere. A subscriber station receiving a radio wave with a multi-path propagation can receive the same radio signal

from more than one base station at the same time, making it appear as if the subscriber station is receiving two or more signals with different strengths. In general, each of the paths results in a constructive or destructive interference of the waves, creating interference patterns in the space-time domain referred to as a “multi-path channel.”
Because a subscriber station is geographically located at a particular point in the space-time domain, the subscriber station receives a multi-path channel with a one-to-one correspondence to the points 6d1f23a050
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